
Human–Machine Reconfigurations

This book considers how agencies are currently figured at the human–
machine interface and how they might be imaginatively and mate-
rially reconfigured. Contrary to the apparent enlivening of objects
promised by the sciences of the artificial, the author proposes that the
rhetorics and practices of those sciences work to obscure the performa-
tive nature of both persons and things. The question then shifts from
debates over the status of humanlike machines to that of how humans
and machines are enacted as similar or different in practice and with
what theoretical, practical, and political consequences. Drawing on
recent scholarship across the social sciences, humanities, and com-
puting, the author argues for research aimed at tracing the differ-
ences within specific sociomaterial arrangements without resorting
to essentialist divides. This requires expanding our unit of analysis,
while recognizing the inevitable cuts or boundaries through which
technological systems are constituted.
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Preface to the 2nd Edition

I experience a heightened sense of awareness, but that awareness is not of
my playing, it is my playing. Just as with speech or song, the performance
embodies both intentionality and feeling. But the intention is carried for-
ward in the activity itself, it does not consist in an internal mental rep-
resentation formed in advance and lined up for instrumentally assisted,
bodily execution. And the feeling, likewise, is not an index of some inner,
emotional state, for it inheres in my very gestures.

(Ingold 2000: 413, original emphasis)

If we want to know what words like nature and technology mean, then
rather than seeking some delimited set of phenomena in the world –
as though one could point to them and say “There, that’s nature!” or
“that’s technology!” – we should be trying to discover what sorts of claims
are being made with these words, and whether they are justified. In the
history of modern thought these claims have been concerned, above all,
with the ultimate supremacy of human reason.

(Ingold 2000: 312)

I bring down my finger onto the Q and turn the knob down with a whole
arm twist which I continue into a whole body turn as I disengage from
both knob and key. SOH brings in a low quiet sound precisely as I find
myself turned to face him. We are in the valley before the finale. I turn back
to the synthesiser front panel and gradually swell sound Q into the intense
texture it is required to be. At maximum, I hold my right hand over the
volume control and bring in my left to introduce a high frequency boost
and then a modulation to the filtering. As I turn the knobs, I gradually lean
towards the front panel. When the modulation is on the edge of excess, I
lean back and face SOH. He looks over. I move my left hand away from
the panel, leaving my right poised on the volume knob. I arch myself
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xii Preface to the 2nd Edition

backwards a little further and then project my torso down while turning
the knob anticlockwise. I continue my hand through and away from the
panel. SOH has also stopped playing. As the considerable reverberation
dies down, we relax together, face the audience and gently bow. We have
finished.

(Bowers 2002: 32)

The image of improvised electro-acoustic music that I want to experi-
ment with is one where these contingencies (of place, structure, technol-
ogy and the rest) are not seen as problematic obstructions to an idealised
performance but are topicalised in performance itself. Improvised electro-
acoustic music, on this account, precisely is that form of music where those
affairs are worked through publicly and in real-time. The contingency of
technology-rich music making environments is the performance thematic.
The whole point is to exhibit the everyday embodied means by which flesh
and blood performers engage with their machines in the production of
music. The point of it all does not lie elsewhere or in addition to that. It is
in our abilities to work with and display a manifold of human–machine
relationships that our accountability of performance should reside.

(Bowers 2002: 44)

My preface by way of an extended epigraph marks the frame of this book
and introduces its themes: the irreducibility of lived practice, embod-
ied and enacted; the value of empirical investigation over categorical
debate; the displacement of reason from a position of supremacy to one
among many ways of knowing in acting; the heterogeneous sociomate-
riality and real-time contingency of performance; and the new agencies
and accountabilities effected through reconfigured relations of human
and machine. That these excerpts appear as a preface reflects the con-
tingent practicalities of the authoring process itself. Coming upon these
books after having finished my own, I found them so richly consonant
with its themes that they could not be left unacknowledged. They appear
as an afterthought, in other words, but their position at the beginning is
meant to give them pride of place. Moreover, their responsiveness each
to the other, however unanticipated, sets up a resonance that seemed in
turn to clarify and extend my argument in ways both familiar and new.
Taken together, Ingold’s painstaking anthropology of traditional and
contemporary craftwork and Bower’s experimental ethnomethodology
of emerging future practices of improvising machines work to trace the
arc of my own argument in ways that I hope will become clear in the
pages that follow.
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